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Abstract.   We prove here the following theorems:

A. If k is a denumerable Hilbertian field then for almost all (alt. .., ae) e ^(kjk)'

the fixed field of{oi,..., ae), ¿„(o-i,. .., er,.), has the following property: For any non-

void absolutely irreducible variety V defined over k3(oi,..., ae) the set of points of V

rational over K is not empty.

B. // E is an elementary statement about fields then the measure of the set of

a e &(QIQ) (6 is the field of rational numbers) for which E holds in Q(°) is equal to the

Dirichlet density of the set of primes p for which E holds in the field Fp of p elements.

Introduction. Denote by S the class of all fields K which have the following

property : For any nonvoid absolutely irreducible variety V defined over K, the

set of points of V rational over K is not empty.

For any prime p denote by Fp the field with p elements. Then it follows from the

Riemann hypothesis for curves that if ßr=\~[Fp/D is a nonprincipal ultra-product

of the Fp then ¡F e S (see [1, Theorem 6]). On the other hand, it follows from the

Hubert Nullstellensatz that if K is an algebraically closed field then KeZ. In

particular it follows that the algebraic closure of Q (the field of rational numbers),

Q, belongs to S. It is therefore natural to ask whether or not & n Q e S. Ax gave a

counterexample in [2, §14], showing that this is not always the case. One can then

ask whether Ax's example is exceptional and that, in general, & n Q does belong

to 2. To be more precise denote by Q(o) the fixed field in Q of an automorphism

a e &(Q/Q) (&(Q/Q) is the Galois group of Q over Q). Ax showed [1, Theorem 5]

that for every nonprincipal ultra-product J5" of the Fp there exists a e &(Q/Q) such

that !F n Q=Q(o), and conversely, for each o e &(Q/Q) there exists a nonprincipal

ultra-product J5" of the Fp such that J*" n Q = Q(v). Furstenberg suggested to me

to prove that, for almost all a e (S(Q/Q) (in the sense of Haar measure), Q(a) e S.

More generally, let k be any field. Denote by p.k the normalized Haar measure
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defined on ^(ks/k) with respect to the Krull topology. For any positive integer e

denote by p,ek the product measure defined on @ikjk)e. Then the following theorem

is true:

Theorem. If k is a denumerable Hilbertian field, then for almost all (alt..., ae)

e ^(kjk)e the fixed field of{ox,..., ae}, ksiox,..., ae), belongs to X.

Since it is well known that any global field is a Hilbertian field we have in

particular the following corollary :

Corollary. If k is a global field then ksia) el, for almost all a e @iks/k).

This corollary enables us to prove a theorem which we call "the translation

theorem" which links the fields of the form ksia) with the finite fields. Let 7? be the

ring of integers of the global field k and denote by Pik) the set of all nonzero prime

ideals of 7?. For each p e Pik) denote by Fv the residue field R/p. An 7?-elementary

statement is a mathematical statement which is equivalent to a sentence in the

first-order language of rings which includes terms for every element of R. If E is

an 7?-elementary statement, denote by A(E) the set of all p 6 Pik) such that E

holds in Fp, and by S(£) the set of all a e ^ikjk) such that E holds in ^(a)1""*

iksia)11"" is the maximal purely inseparable extension of ks(o), where p is the

characteristic ofk). In this terminology the translation theorem may be formulated

as follows:

Let k he a global field with ring of integers R. If E is an 7?-elementary statement,

then 8iAiE))=p.k(ï,iE)) where SiAiE)) is the Dirichlet density of AiE). If, in

addition, AiE) is infinite then SiAiE)) and hence /Mfc(S(E)) are positive rational

numbers.

The proof of this theorem uses the corollary as well as theorems and methods

developed by J. Ax in [1] and [2]. At least one of these theorems uses Riemann

hypothesis for curves proved by Weil.

In §3.8 we show that generally there is great difference between sets of the form

AiE) and sets of primes in a given arithmetical progression.

I wish to express to Furstenberg my great appreciation for his suggestion of this

topic and for the continued encouragement he has given me in my work.

Chapter 1. Preliminaries

1.1. Pro-cyclic extensions. We begin by recalling some facts about infinite

Galois extensions of fields.

Let K/k he an infinite Galois extension. Denote by ^(K/k) the Galois group of

K/k. ^(K/k) becomes a topological group if we take as a base for the topology the

family of all subsets of the form

{t e &(K/k) | t|7V = a\N}
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where o e ^(K/k) and N/k is a finite Galois subextension of K/k. This topology is

known as the Krull topology of cS(K/k). We can also prove that @(K/k) is alge-

braically and topologically isomorphic to the inverse limit of the set of finite group

@(N/k) (N/k as before) and conclude that (S(K/k) is compact and totally dis-

connected. If we replace subgroups by closed subgroups we can translate all the

basic theorems of finite Galois theory to infinite Galois theory.

We now pass to the description of pro-cyclic extensions. All the facts about

these extensions which we formulate below are well known.

Lemma 1.1. The following conditions on a Galois extension K/k are equivalent:

(i) &(K/k) is the closure of the group generated by one element (which will be

called "a generator of the group @(K/k)").

(ii) There exists a o e ^(K/k) such that k = K(o), where K(o) is the fixed field ofio.

(iii) Every finite subextension of K/k is cyclic.

(iv) There exists at most one subextension of K/k for each degree.

If one of the conditions is fulfilled we call K/k "a pro-cyclic extension" and

^(K/k) "a pro-cyclic group."

For every rational prime p denote by Zp the ring of p-adie integers. If S is a set

of prime numbers then by m(S) we mean the set of those positive integers whose

prime factors are all in S. Then it can be shown that TJpeS Zp is algebraically and

topologically isomorphic to the inverse limit proj limnem(S) Z/nZ where the topology

of Z/nZ is taken as the discrete topology. We add that the ring of integers Z can

be imbedded in \~[pes Zp and this imbedding will be also topological if we take for

Z the topology in which the neighborhoods of 0 will be all the sets of the form

mZ where m e m(S). Z will then be dense in YJpeS Zp.

Lemma 1.2. Let K/k be a pro-cyclic extension. Take a generator a for ^(K/k)

and suppose that S is a set of primes such that m e va(S) for every positive integer

for which K/k has a subextension of degree m. Then the mapping nt-^on of Z into

^(K/k) can be extended to a continuous epimorphism h : \~JpeS Zp -> &(K/k) and so

@(K/k)^Ylpes Hp where Hp is a factor ring of Z„ and the isomorphism is group-

theoretic as well as topological.

If S contains every prime then we have the following lemma :

Lemma 1.3. The following conditions are equivalent for a Galois extension K/k:

(i) K/k has exactly one subextension of each degree, (ii) ^(K/k) is algebraically and

topologically isomorphic to Z (Z = proj limneZ:n>0 Zn/Z).

Following Lemma 1.3 we define:

A perfect field K is said to be "quasi-finite" if it fulfills one of the following

equivalent conditions :

(i) K has exactly one extension of each degree in a fixed algebraic closure Á*.

(ii) ^(K/K) is algebraically and topologically isomorphic to Z.
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We shall also need the following lemma:

Lemma 1.4. Let K/k be a Galois extension. Suppose that &(K/k)'^Y~[peSZJ¡ where

S is a set of primes. Ifq is a prime that does not belong to S then K/k does not have a

subextension of degree q.

Proof. We must show that TJpeS 2P does not have any closed subgroup of index

q. Suppose such a subgroup exists, say 7. Then it is not difficult to see that in fact 7

is a closed ideal in the ring TJpeS Zp. From the fact that the index of 7 is q we con-

clude that q e I. But since q is invertible in Zp for p^q and, since q $ S, q is invertible

in T~[peSZp. Hence I—T~[peSZp which is a contradiction.

1.2. Linear disjointness of field extensions.

Definition. A family of field extensions {kx/k,..., kn/k} which are all contained

in a common extension is said to be "linearly disjoint" if the natural epimorphism

of kx (g) ■ • • ® kn (product over k) onto the ^-algebra generated by all the products

xx • • • xn with xt e k{ defined by

Xx <g> • • • <g> xn -> Xx ■ ■ ■ xn,       xteku

is an isomorphism.

The following lemma is well known (e.g. see [9, p. 5, Proposition 6]) :

Lemma 1.5. (i) A necessary and sufficient condition for a family {kx/k,..., kn/k}

of finite extensions to be linearly disjoint is

[kx---kn:k] = fl[kt:k].

(ii) Let K/k be afield extension. Suppose fe k[x] is an irreducible polynomial and

let a ek be a root off. A necessary and sufficient condition for k(a) to be linearly

disjoint from K over k is that fis irreducible over K.

Definition. An infinite sequence {kJfyfLx of field extensions which are all

contained in a common extension is said to be "linearly disjoint" if every finite

subfamily is linearly disjoint.

It is obvious that {kJfyîLx is linearly disjoint if and only if, for every n, kx • • • kn

is linearly disjoint from kn + x over k.

Moreover it is easy to see that if {ki/k}™=1 is a linearly disjoint sequence of

proper extensions and if Kis the field generated by all the kh then K/k is an infinite

extension.

We remark that the notion of linear disjointness plays an essential role in our

work.

1.3. Haar measure of the Galois group. Let K/k be a Galois extension. We have

seen in §1.1 that ^(K/k) turns out to be a compact group by the Krull topology.

It follows that we can define in a unique way a measure p.Klk on the Borel field of
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@(K/k) such that p.K¡kC¡S(K/k)) = \, p.Kjk is regular and p.Klk is two-sided invariant,

i.e., if F is a measurable subset and a e ^(K/k) then p-Ktk{pE)=p.Klk(E)=p.K¡k(Ea).

This measure is called the Haar measure of <8(K/k). We shall sometimes write pk

or even p. instead of p.Klk. We note that the condition p.C&(K/k))=l means that p.

is in fact a probability measure. This permits us to use the probabilistic notion

"independent sets (events)" and in fact we use it in an essential way.

We shall sometimes be working within the product space (S(K/k)n; then we shall

use p.nKlk or p. again to denote the appropriate product measure.

If L/k is a finite subextension of K/k of degree n then it is known that the index of

^(K/L) in ^(K/k) is n. If we use the invariance of p. we get the following basic

lemma.

Lemma 1.6. Let L/k be a subextension of a Galois extension K/k.

(i) If L/k is a finite extension then p.(&(K/L))=l/[L:k].

(ii) If L/k is an infinite extension then p,(&(K/L)) = 0.

From Lemma 1.6 and from the uniqueness of the Haar measure we get

Lemma 1.7. Let k'/k be a finite subextension of a Galois extension K/k. Then for

every measurable set A^@(K/k')e we have p.k(A) = p.k,(A)/[k':k]e, where e is a

positive integer.

If L/k is a finite Galois subextension then we have the following generalization

of Lemma 1.6:

Lemma 1.8. Let L/k be a finite Galois subextension of a Galois extension K/k.

Let ®ç&(L/k) then

p({re<$(K/k)\r\Le<Z})= \d\/[L:k]

(by |(£ | we mean the cardinality of the set (£).

Proof. The lemma follows immediately from the invariance of p. and from

Lemma 1.6 if we only notice that

{r e &(K/k) | t|F e <£} = 1J o<$(K/L)
be<£

where a is any extension of ö to K.

The notions "linear disjointness of field extensions" and "independence of sets

in a probability space" are quite close to each other. We formulate the connection

between them in the following lemma:

Lemma 1.9. Let {k¡/k}¡°= x be an infinite sequence of finite subextensions of a Galois

extension K/k. A necessary and sufficient condition for {kjk^x to be linearly disjoint

is that the sequence {^(A7&¡)}™=1 of subsets of ^(K/k) is independent in the prob-

abilistic sense.

Proof. The proof follows by a direct computation from the preceding lemmas.
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We use Lemma 1.9 to prove the following lemma which will be one of our basic

tools in the work.

Lemma 1.10. Let k'/k be a finite subextension of a Galois extension K/k. Let

{k¡lk')^=x be a linearly disjoint sequence of finite subextensions of K/k'. Suppose e is

a positive integer for which Yl¡°=1 (1 — l/[ki:k']e) = 0. Then

4k nK,K)e) - trap-

Proof. We use two simple facts from probability theory.

(a) For 1 isjèe let {Ajt}^=1 he an independent sequence of sets in a probability

space Qy. The set {X* = i Aj^i is independent in the product space üx x ■ • - x Qe.

(b) If a sequence of sets {A¡}¡%x is independent in a probability space then the

sequence of complements {Q — A^^Lx is also independent in Í2.

Now from Lemma 1.9 it follows that {^(K/k^^Lx is independent in the space

&(K/k'). Hence, according to (a), {<$(K/k)e}?= t is independent in <$(K/k')e and so,

according to (b), {<a(K/k')e-<$(K/kïf}T=i is independent in <&(K/k')e. If we use

Lemma 1.6 we get for every n

i s /xj^ü w^i)e) = f*(y nK/ki)e)

= i-f*(ñ mmy-m/m) = i-£j(i—Lp)

hence mMUi™ i ^(K/ki))e=l. If we use Lemma 1.7 we get

4Q W) = ÏFLp- Q-E.D.
1.4. Hilbertian fields. Let k be a field and let (T,X) = (7\,..., Tm, Xu ..., Xn)

be m + n independent variables. Let/(7", X) he a polynomial in (X) with coefficients

in the field k(T) which is irreducible in the ring k(T)[X\. Denote by Uftk the set of

all (fll5..., am) e km for which/(a, X) is defined and irreducible in k[X], Ufik will

be called "Hubert basic set." The intersection of a finite number of Hubert basic

sets with a Zariski nonvoid open set in m variables will be called "a Hubert set of

kmr k will be called "a Hilbertian field" if for every m^ 1 the Hubert sets of km

are not empty.

Hilbertian fields will be of great importance to us since we are able to build

linearly disjoint extensions over them very easily.

Many fields are Hilbertian. Among them the most important are the global

fields and the fields of algebraic functions of one variable. In particular Q is

Hilbertian. Moreover, every finite separable extension k' of a Hilbertian field k is

Hilbertian and what will be most important to us is the fact that every Hilbertian

set of k' contains a Hilbertian set of k. For details consult Lang [6, Chapter VIII].

Recently Kuyk has found a large variety of infinite algebraic extensions of Hubert-
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ian fields which are themselves Hilbertian (see Kuyk [4] and [5]). In particular he

proved that the maximal abelian extension Arab and the maximal nilpotent

extension knll of a Hilbertian field is Hilbertian.

On the other hand finite fields and algebraically closed fields are easily shown not

to be Hilbertian. We shall see that if ks is the separable closure of a field k and if

a e @(kjk) then ks(o) is not Hilbertian.

Chapter 2. Algebraic Points on Absolutely Irreducible Variety

2.1. S-fields. Denote by 2 the class of all fields K which have the following

property: For any nonvoid absolutely irreducible variety V defined over K, the

set of points of K rational over K is not empty. A field K which belongs to 2 will be

called a 2-field.

In fact, one can easily show that if V is an absolutely irreducible variety defined

over a 2-field K then the set of points of V rational over K is dense on V in the

Zariski topology.

For any prime/; denote by Fp the field with p elements. Then it follows from the

Riemann hypothesis for curves [8] that if & = \~\FP/D is a nonprincipal ultra-

product of the Fp then J^eS (see Ax [1, Theorem 6]). On the other hand, it

follows from the Hubert Nullstellensatz that if K is algebraically closed then

K e 2. In particular it follows that Q e 2. It is therefore natural to ask whether or

not ^"ngeS. Ax gave a counterexample in [2, 14], showing that this is not

always the case. One can then ask whether Ax's example is the exception or the

rule. We shall see, however, that Ax's example is exceptional and that in general

& n Q does belong to 2. To be more precise we note that Ax showed [1, Theorem

5] that for every nonprincipal ultra-product !F of the Fp there exists o e @(Q/Q)

such that 3F n Q^ Qfa), and conversely, for each o e C$(Q/Q) there exists a non-

principal ultra-product of the Fp such that ¡F n g~ Qfa. What we shall in fact

prove is that for almost all a e @(Q/Q), Qfa e 2. More generally, we shall show

that if k is a Hilbertian field and e a positive integer then for almost all fa,. .., <ye)

e @(kjk)e the fixed field of fa,..., ae), ks(ox, ■ ■ ■, °e), belongs to 2.

The following Lemma is obvious:

Lemma 2.1. If K is a afield and char (K)=p then K11"" is a afield.

Definition, (i) Let Vn,r he an irreducible variety defined over a field k (by Vn-r

we mean a variety V defined in the affine space Sn of dimension r). Suppose

{ix,..., ir} is a subset of {1,..., «}. Fis said to be transcendental and separable in

the direction {iu ..., ir} if there exists a generic point (x1}..., xn) of V such that

{xh,..., xir} is algebraically independent over k and such that the extension

k(xx,..., xn)/k(xh,..., xir) is both algebraic and separable.

(ii) Let/e k[Xx,..., Xn].fiis said to be separable in X{ if X¡ really appears in

f(X) and if f(X) as a polynomial over the field k(Xx,..., Xi-1,Xi+1,..., Xn) is

separable.
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For example, iff is separable in each X{ and absolutely irreducible then V(f) is

transcendental and separable in the direction of each subset of n — 1 numbers of the

set {1,..., n}.

(iii) An extension K/k is said to be E-extensión if for every absolutely irreducible

variety Vn-r defined over K, transcendental and separable in the direction {1,..., r}

there exists a point (alt..., an) on V, rational over K, such that ax,...,arek.

It is obvious that if K/k is a S-extension then Kisa S-field.

2.2. The Nullstellensatz. The main step toward the Nullstellensatz is the

following lemma:

Lemma 2.2. Let k be a Hilbertian field and let l/k be a finite separable extension.

Suppose fe l[Tx,.. .,TT, X] is an absolutely irreducible polynomial which is separable

in X. Let d^ 1 be the degree of X infiT, X). Let A be an algebraic set defined over I

in Sr which is not the whole space. Then there exists a linearly disjoint infinite

sequence, {/¡//}¡*L i, of separable extensions of degree d such that for every íg¡ 1 there

exist atl,..., air e k such that (a¡) £ A and at e lt such thatfiaa,. ■ ■, air, a¡) = 0.

Proof. We define by induction a sequence of separable extensions /(// of degree d

having the following properties :

0) lo = l.

(ii) /¡ is linearly disjoint from l0- ■ ■ h-i over /, for every i>l.

(iii) For every /a 1 there exist an,..., air e k such that (a¡) £ k and a¡ e /( such

that/(«t,a,)=0.

Then the sequence {lt/l}^=1 will be linearly disjoint and so it will be the desired

sequence.

Suppose we have already defined l0,..., lt _ x such that they have the properties

(i)-(iii). Denote L = l0 ■ ■ ■ /¡_1; then L/k is a finite separable extension./(J, X) can

be written in the form

fiT, X) = MT)X< +fxiT)X*-1 + • • • +MT),      MT) # 0.

From the assumption that /(T, X) is separable in X it follows that there exists

1 g S^í/such that char k\o and such thatf0(T)^0. Moreover,/(J, X) is absolutely

irreducible, hence it is irreducible over 7.. We conclude that Uf¡L — A u V~if0) u Vifi)

is a Hilbertian set of Lm. Since L/k is a finite separable extension it follows that

there exists a nonvoid Hilbertian set 77 of km which is contained in Uf¡L -Au V(f0)

u V(f6). We therefore choose (an,..., air) e 77and then/(a¡, X) will be a separable

polynomial of degree d which is defined over k and irreducible over L. Let a( e ks

he a root of f(ah X) and denote l¡ = kia^. Then /,// will be a separable algebraic

extension of degree d which, according to Lemma 1.5, is linearly disjoint from L

over k.
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The induction is thereby complete.

Let l/k he a finite separable extension. Let Vn,r he an absolutely irreducible

variety defined over /, transcendental and separable in the direction {l,...,r}.

Denote by ~Lellk(V) the set of all fa,..., <je) e @(ks/k)e for which there exist

ax,..., arek and ar + 1,...,aneksfa,...,ae) such that (a, a) e V. If A is an

algebraic set defined over / in the space Sr which is not the whole space then by

2f/fc(K, —A) we mean the set of all (ctj, ...,<re)e @(ks/l)e for which there exists a

point (a, a)e Vsuch that (a) ekr-A and ar + 1,...,ane ks(ox,..., ae).

Lemma 2.3. Let k be a Hilbertian field and let l/k be a finite separable extension.

Suppose fie /[F1;..., Tr, X] is an absolutely irreducible polynomial, separable in X.

Let A be an algebraic set defined over I in Sr which is not the whole space. Then

p.kW,k(V(f),-A))=l/[l:kY.

Proof. Let d^ 1 be the degree of X in fi(T, X). Take the sequence {/¡///¡"i of

extensions in accordance with Lemma 2.2. According to definitions we have

LJ nkM = 2f/fc(H/), -A) S 9(kjiy.
( = 1

Moreover n<°°=i (1 - ^l[h/l]e)=I\r=i (1 - l/de)=0 hence, according to Lemmas 1.6

and 1.10 we have

w-.ky = ̂ (u nw) = »Gun/), -a)) ú p-kinw) = vu^y.

Hence p,krZ\lk(V(fi), -A))=l/[l:kY.   Q.E.D.

Lemma 2.3 refers to hypersurfaces V(f). The same result is valid for arbitrary

absolutely irreducible varieties.

Lemma 2.4. Let l/k be a finite separable extension of a Hilbertian field k. Then

for every nonvoid absolutely irreducible variety V defined over I, /¿k(2f/k(K~)) = l/[l:k]e.

Proof. Suppose V is defined over / in Sn and is of dimension r. Without loss of

generality suppose also that V is transcendental and separable in the direction

{1,..., /•}. Then we can find a generic point fa,..., xn) for V over / such that

{xx,..., xr} are algebraically independent over / and l(x)/l(xx,. ■., xr) is a finite

separable extension.

If l(x) = l(xx, ■ ■., xT) then there exists a point on V, rational over /, and the lemma

is certainly true, otherwise there exists a i e l(x) of positive degree over l(xlt..., xr)

such that l(x) = lfa,..., x„ {). Let W be the hypersurface generated by the point

fa, ...,x„i) over /. Then W= V(f) where fie k[Xlt..., XT,T] is an absolutely

irreducible polynomial separable in T. W will be also birationally equivalent to V

over /, hence there exists a rational transformation <b: IV^- V, <t> = (<£i,..., <f>n),

and an algebraic set U defined over / in Sr which is not the whole space such that

<b is defined for every (wx,..., wr+1) e W for which (w1;..., wr) $ U. From the
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definitions it follows that Sf/k(K(/), — t/)£2f/k(K). Hence, using Lemmas 1.6 and

2.3, we get our lemma.

Theorem 2.5 (The Nullstellensatz). If k is a denumerable Hilbertian field and

e is a positive integer then ks(ox,..., ae)/k is a H-extension for almost every

(ox,...,oe)enks/ky.

Proof. Denote by S the set of all (ct15 ..., ae)e &iks/k)e for which ksiox,..., ae)/k

is not aS-extension. Let (ax,..., ae)e S. Then, there exists an absolutely irreducible

variety Vn¡r, transcendental and separable in the direction {l,...,r}, which is

defined over ksiox,..., ae) for which there does not exist a point (als..., ar,

ar + 1,..., an) such that ax.ar e k and (a, a) e V n ks(ax, ■ ■ ■, ae)n. Let / be a

field of definition for V which is contained in k„(ox, ..., ae) and finite and separable

over k. Then (alt..., ae) e ^kjlf-^miV). Hence S^\Jy(9{kJky--L\l1t(V))

where Franges over all the absolutely irreducible varieties defined over ks. Accord-

ing to Lemma 2.4 the measure of each of the summands in the right-hand side is

zero. Since k is denumerable, the number of the above V's is denumerable, hence

the measure of the right-hand side is zero, and so p.k(S) = 0.   Q.E.D.

Since every global field is Hilbertian and denumerable we have the following

corollary of the Nullstellensatz:

Corollary 2.6. Ifk is a globalfield ande is a positive integer then ksiax,.. .,ae)/k

is a ¿^-extension for almost all (o-j,..., ae)e ^ikjk)6.

In particular if k= Q we have

Corollary 2.7. Q(ox, ■.., ae)/Q is a "L-extension for almost every (a1} ..., ae)e

By this we answer positively Ax's question: "Does any proper subfield K of Q

have the property that every absolutely irreducible variety defined over K has a

AT-valued point?" (See [2, p. 269, Problem 2].) In addition, the corollary implies

that there exists a subfield K of Q such that TCeS and @(Q/K) is not abelian. To

see this, note that there exists a set B of pairs (ct1; a2) e @(Q/Q)2 of positive measure

such that oxo2±a2ox for any (ax, a2) e B. For if one takes any finite normal, non-

abelian extension N/Q and picks 5lt d2 e @(N/Q) such that dxâ2^â2âx, then the

set of pairs (<rl5 a2) e ^(Q/Q) such that ct1|7Y=ct1, a2\N=52 is of positive measure

and is included in B. (In fact it can be shown that B can be chosen to have measure

1.) It follows that K may be chosen as one of the ß(CTi» "2) e 2 such that (<r1; a2) e B.

By this remark we answer positively another question of Ax which may be formu-

lated as follows: "Does there exist a subfield K of Q which belongs to S such that

&(Q/K) is not abelian?" (See [2, p. 269].)

From the Nullstellensatz and from Lemma 2.1 we have also the following

corollary which will be of importance to us in the next chapter.
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Corollary 2.8. If k is a denumerable Hilbertian field of characteristic p=£0

(e.g., ifk is a function field of characteristic p =¿0) then &s(ct)1/p" is a perfect 'L-field

for almost every a e @(ks/k).

2.3. Fields which are not 2-fields. In this section we point out briefly some fields

which are not 2-fields and raise some questions about these fields.

In the first place, we note that the words "almost all" cannot be replaced in the

formulation of the Nullstellensatz by the word "all." For example if a is the auto-

morphism of Q which takes any a+b\/—l to a—b\/—l (a, b are real algebraic

numbers) then Qfa is the field of real algebraic numbers. It is not a 2-field because

it does not contain any zero of the absolutely irreducible polynomial X2 + Y2 +1.

Ax constructs in [2, p. 269] a whole class of fields of the type Qfa which are not

2-fields. His fields are in fact quasi-finite fields. Ax's examples are based on the

following lemma:

Lemma 2.9. If one can define a discrete valuation v on afield k whose residue field

is finite, then k is not a ~L-field.

Proof. Choose a tt e k for which vfa) > 0. Suppose that the residue field has q

elements. Then the polynomial (X"—X-1)( Yq- Y-1) —n is absolutely irreducible

and does not have any zero in k.

Corollary, (i) A global field is not a H-field.

(ii) If k is a global field and ifp is a prime ideal of its ring of integers then kp

(the completion ofik under p) is not a Ti-field.

Problem 1. What can be said regarding intermediate extensions of Q, i.e. infinite

extensions of Q which do not contain any field of the form Qfa,..., oe). (Ax

showed in [2, p. 268] that any extension of a perfect 2-field is again a 2-field.) In

particular we ask if the maximal abelian extension of Q, gab belongs to 2. We

note that it can be shown that gab is not a 2-extension of Q because 3X3 + AY3

4-5Z3 is an absolutely irreducible polynomial and it does not have any zero

(x, y, z) such that y, z e Q and x e Q&0. Does 3Ar3+4T3 + 5Z3 have any abelian

zero at all ?

Problem 2. Does there exist a Hilbertian field which belongs to 2 ?

We note that(2) the fields ks(ax,..., oe) are not Hilbertian because otherwise

Lemma 2.2 would imply that they have infinitely many quadratic extensions. Thus

@(ks/ks(ox,..., ve)) is not finitely generated (in the sense of topological groups)

which is a contradiction since ct1; ..., ae are clearly topological generators to it.

Chapter 3. The Translation Theorem

3.0. The pseudo-finite fields theorem. Let K be a field of characteristic p. The

Kllp,° will denote the maximal purely inseparable extension of K, i.e. the field

(2) This observation was made by the referee.
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generated over K by the pmth roots of elements of K if pj= 0 and K itself if p = 0.

A perfect field K is said to be "pseudo-finite" if K is a X quasi-finite field.

Our aim in this section is to prove that if A: is a Hilbertian field then ks(a)llp,°

is a pseudo-finite field for almost all a e @ikjk). We begin with some lemmas.

The first lemma follows from Galois theory of infinite extensions. It will let us

pass from the fields ksia) which are not always perfect to the perfect fields £s(a)1,p0°.

Lemma 3.1. Ifkis a field of characteristic p then

nkjks(a)) ~ &(k/ks(orn

for every a e @ikjk).

Lemma 3.2. Let k be a Hilbertian field and let p be a prime. Then there exists an

infinite Galois extension k(p) of k which is contained in every separable extension K

of k which has no cyclic extension of degree p.

Proof. If/J^char (k) then according to a result of Kuyk [4, p. 401] there exists,

an infinite Galois extension k{p) of k such that ^(fc(p)/A:)sZp. According to Lemma

1.4 the finite subextensions of k(p)/k are cyclic of degrees pm.

Suppose now that p = char (k). Denote by kw the field generated over k by all

the cyclic extensions of k of degree p. Consider the polynomial Xp — X— Y. It is

absolutely irreducible. Hence, according to Lemma 2.2 we can find a sequence of

pairs {(an, an)}™=1 such that anek, the polynomial Xp — X—an is irreducible over

k, ap — an — an = 0 and the sequence of extensions {k(an)/k} ™= x is linearly disjoint.

According to a theorem of Artin and Schreier (see Lang [7, p. 215]) k(an)/k are

cyclic extensions of degree p. The extension generated by all the k(an) is therefore

contained in k{p). But this is an infinite extension, hence kw/k is an infinite exten-

sion. Also in this case we get that the finite subextensions of k<p)/k are of degrees pm.

It is not difficult to see now that if K is a separable extension of k that has no

cyclic extension of degree p then klp)l=:K.   Q.E.D.

Lemma 3.3. Let k be a Hilbertian field of characteristic different from 2. Denote

by k'(2} the field generated by all the fields of the form k(^a) where a e k, a is not a

square in k but the sum of two squares ofk. Then k'(2)/k is an infinite Galois extension.

Proof. Consider the absolutely irreducible polynomial X2+ Y2—Z2. We shall

build by induction a sequence of pairs {(xu yt)}¡% x such that

(i) x¡, yK e k.

(ii) If we denote a¡=.xf+>f then the polynomial xf+yf—Z2 is irreducible in

k(\/ctx,..., Vai-i)[zl

Suppose we have already built (xu yt) for /= 1,..., n. Denote /=fc(\/ai> • • • > Va*)-

Then l/k is a finite Galois extension. The polynomial X2+ Y2— Z2 is absolutely

irreducible, hence, in particular, it is irreducible over /. We can therefore find

xn,ynek such that x\+y\-Z2 will be irreducible in l[Z].
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By this we have completed the induction.

cen has the following properties : an e k, an is not a square in k but is the sum of

two squares of k. Hence k(\/an)S:k'<2). Furthermore, according to the construction

the sequence {k(y/an)/k}ñ=i is linearly disjoint. Hence k'i2)/k is an infinite Galois

extension.   Q.E.D.

Lemma 3.4 (The quasi-finite field lemma). Let kbe a Hilbertian field of charac-

teristic p. Then ksfallp" is a quasi-finite field for almost all a e 'Sfa/k).

Proof. This lemma was proved by Ax for k=Q. (See [1, p. 177].) We repeat

here briefly Ax's proof and indicate why arguments which were valid over the

field Q remain valid for arbitrary Hilbertian field k.

First we note that ksfa11"" is always a perfect field. Hence, according to Lemma

3.1 it is sufficient that we prove that ^(kJkJfa^Z for almost all a e &(ks/k).

Now, let a e @(kjk). Then, according to Lemma 1.2, @fa^Y~[Q H0, where Hq is

a factor ring of Zq. From a theorem of Artin we deduce that the torsion elements of

^(kjksfa) are of order 2. From this fact it can be shown that there exists a set Sfa

of primes such that exactly one of the following cases takes place.

0) wt^srLe«.,«;,
(ii) $(ks/ksfa)^Z/2Zx n,e«rt Zq, 2 £ Sfa.

We shall see that, for almost all a e ^(kjk), Sfa is the set of all primes and this

will complete the proof.

For every prime a denote by kiq) the extension of k which has been defined in

Lemma 3.2. Also denote by k'{2) the extension of Lemma 3.3. Denote H= @(kJk"-2))

u (J, ^(kslk.iq)) where q ranges over all the primes. Using Lemma 1.4 on one side

and the theory of real fields on the other side one can show that if Sfa is a proper

subset of the set of all primes then a e H. Now, k'm/k and k(Q}/k are infinite exten-

sions, hence p.(H)=0. Hence, the set of all o e @(kjk) such that Sfa is not the set

of all primes is of measure zero.   Q.E.D.

From the Nullstellensatz and from the quasi-finite field lemma we get the

following theorem :

Theorem 3.5 (The pseudo-finite field theorem). If k is a Hilbertian field of

characteristic p then &s(a)1,p°° is a pseudo-finite field for almost all a e &(kjk).

3.1. The decomposition field of a prime ideal. Let R be a Dedekind ring and let

k be its quotients field. Denote by P(k) the set of all nonzero prime ideals of R.

For every p e P(k) denote by Rp the local ring of R defined by p, i.e.

Rp = {x/y\x, y e R, y <£ p}.

Denote by Vp the p-adic valuation. On Rp we define a congruence relation as follows

a = b (mod p) o Vp(a—b) > 0.

Denote by kp the completion of k with respect to p. Rp will denote the valuation

ring of kp.
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Let £ be a finite Galois extension of k. Denote by S the integral closure of 7?

in L. Then 5 is a Dedekind ring and L is its quotients field. For every / e P(L)

denote by TiL/k,f)={ye &(L/k) | y(/)=/} the decomposition group of/ with

respect to k. Its fixed field in L will be denoted by L{k,fi) and will be called the

decomposition field of k in L with respect to /. We denote also by ift\k) the prime

ideal of 7? which lies under/«. If p = (/|£) then there is an algebraic and topological

imbedding i¿ : kp -> L¿. It can be shown that Lik, f) = i^kp n L. Hence Lik, f) is

the closure of k in L with respect to the /-adic topology.

The following lemma is a straightforward generalization of a lemma of Ax

[1, p. 163]:

Lemma 3.6. Let R be a Dedekind ring with quotients field k. Let L/k be a finite

Galois extension. Let S be the integral closure of R in L. Suppose that a polynomial

fe S[X] splits over L into linear factors. Then there exists a finite subset A ofPiL)

such that for every / eP(L) — A there exists an ae R such that fia) = 0 (mod/) //

and only if f has a root in L(k,ft).

3.2. The algebraic numbers of ultra-products of the residue fields of a global field.

Denote by ££z the first order language of the theory of rings. If 7? is an arbitrary

ring denote by S£R a fixed language which includes ¿?z and in which every element

of R has a name. A model of =S?B is a system which includes the ordinary binary

functions +, —, ■ and a constant for every element of 7?. If 7? is an integral domain

then by an 7?-field we mean a model of f£R which fulfills the ordinary axioms of

fields and the relations

ä + b = c,       ä—b = c,       ab = c

for every a,b,ceR for which a + b = c, a—b = c, ab = c (where ä, b, c are the

constants of the model which correspond to the elements a, b, c).

In other words, an 7?-field is a field which contains a homomorphic image of 7?.

Examples of 7?-fields include the quotients field of 7?, extensions of them and the

residue fields of R.

If Kx and K2 are 7?-fields then by Kx ~RK2 we mean that they are 7?-isomorphic

(i.e. that they are isomorphic as models of f£R) and by Kx = RK2 we mean that they

are 7?-elementary equivalent.

An 7?-elementary assertion is a mathematical statement which is equivalent to a

sentence in =S?B. For example, iffe R[X] then the statement "/is irreducible" is an

7?-elementary statement.

Now, let R be a Dedekind ring with infinite number of prime ideals, and let k

be its quotients field. Let 3¡ be a nonprincipal ultra-filter on P(k). For every p e P(k)

denote Fp = R/p. Tet&r = Y\Fp/!3. Every Fp is an 7?-field hence J5" is also an 7?-field.

Moreover there is a natural imbedding of 7? and hence of k in &. If a e R then a

is mapped to the element of !F a representative of which is the function which
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maps every p e P(k) to the residue class of R modulo p which contains a. We

shall identify the image of k in F with k and denote by k n ¡F the algebraic

closure of k in IF.

In particular these definitions apply to the ring of integers R of a global field k.

3.3. An elementary equivalence.

Definition. Let F be a field. A commutative F-algebra A is said to be "ab-

solutely entire over F" if F ®F A is an integral domain.

A field Fis said to be "hyper-finite" if F is uncountable, quasi-finite and for

every entire A'-algebra A, where A' is a subfield of F, such that |^(|<|F| there

exists a Ä'-algebra homorphism A-^- F.

For the remainder of this paper we assume the continuum hypothesis 2t<° = X1.

However, the translation theorem and its applications can be freed from this

assumption.

Lemma 3.7. Let k be a global field and let 3> be a nonprincipal ultra-filter of P(k).

Then F=[~[ Fp/S¿¡ is a hyper-finite field of cardinality 2X<>.

Proof. For every p e P(k), Fp is a finite field. For every positive integer m there is

only a finite number of p's such that \Fp\^m. Hence, according to Ax [2, p. 253]

F is a pseudo-finite field. Again, according to Ax [1, p. 173], F is also a saturated

field and its cardinality is 2N'o (see [3, p. 208]). Hence, according to Ax [2, p. 254],

J5" is hyper-finite.   Q.E.D.

Lemma 3.8. Let I be an infinite set. For every i el let F¡ be a pseudo-finite field.

Let D be a nonprincipal ultra-filter of I. Then \~\ Fx/D is a hyper-finite field.

Proof. According to Ax [2, p. 254] all the axioms for pseudo-finiteness are

elementary statements. Hence n Et/D is pseudo-finite. Moreover it is an uncount-

able saturated field, hence, according to Ax [2, p. 254], T~[ Ft/D is hyper-finite.

Q.E.D.

Theorem 3.9 (The elementary equivalence theorem). Let k be a global field

of characteristic p and let R be its ring of integers. Then for almost all a e @(ks/k)

there exists a nonprincipal ultra-product F of the Fp's such that k n F^kksfallp"

andF^Bksfallp\

Proof. Let o e @(k$/k) then, according to Lemma 3.1, k/ksfa11"" is a pro-cyclic

extension, hence, according to a straightforward generalization of a theorem of Ax

[2, p. 260] there exists a nonprincipal ultra-product IF of the Fp's such that

k n F^kksfallp,°. Suppose now that K=ksfallp,° is pseudo-finite (according to

Theorem 3.5 this is the case for almost all o e ^(ks/k)). Take an infinite set / and

a nonprincipal ultra-filter D of it. Then, according to [3, p. 208], \K1/D\ = \FI/D\

= 2*o>H0=\K\. It is easy to see that K is algebraically closed in K'/D and in

F'/D. Moreover, A'and F are pseudo-finite fields hence, according to Lemma 3.8,

K'/D and F'/D are hyper-finite fields. According to Ax [2, p. 246], F'/D^KK'/D

hence F'/D^kK¡/D. But F =R F'/D and K =RK'/D hence F =BK.   Q.E.D.
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3.4. The Ax boolean algebra. Let R be the ring of integers of a global field k.

For every/e R[X] denote

A(f) = {pePik)\Fp\=3X:fiX) = 0}.

iFp \= 3X : f(X) = 0 means that the statement "3X : fiX)=0" holds in the field

Fp.) Denote by si=siik) the boolean algebra on Pik) generated by all the sets

Aif) for which fe R[X] is a separable polynomial over k (i.e. that its roots are

separable over k). si will be called "the Ax boolean algebra." Every element in si

has the form i>(^(/i),..., Aifm)) where <t is a boolean polynomial in m variables

and/i,.. .,fm are separable polynomials over k. It is not difficult to see that every

finite subset of Pik) belongs to si.

If E is an 7?-elementary statement then we denote

A(E) = {pePik)\Fpr-E}.

By a structure induction it is not difficult to prove the following lemmas:

Lemma 3.10. Let R be the ring of integers of a global field k. Suppose Eu...,Em

are R-elementary statements and let i> be a boolean polynomial in m variables. Then

AmEx, ...,Em))= <i>(A(Ex),..., A(Em)).

Lemma 3.11. Let k be a field and let fx,.. .,fm e k[X]. Let N be an extension ofk

which contains all the roots of'fx,.. .,fm. Let L be an arbitrary extension ofk. Then

for every boolean polynomial <D

L ¥ <S>QX[fx(X) = 0],..., 3X[fm(X) = 0]),

oNnL¥ 0(3Z[/i(Z) = 0],..., 3X[fm(X) = 0]).

Following Lemma 3.11 we denote

E*(fx,.. .,/„) = H3Xlfi(X) = 0],. ..,3X[fm(X) = 0])

and call this kind of statement "one variable statement" (fx,.. .,fm are taken here

to be separable over k).

The following generalization of a theorem of Ax [2, p. 263] shows us that every

7?-elementary statement can be reduced in a certain sense to a one variable statement.

Theorem 3.12. If E is an R-elementary statement, where R is the ring of integers

of a global field R then A(E) e siik).

3.5. A normal set of fields. Let L be a finite Galois extension of a global field k.

Let Lx,..., Lm be m subfields of L which contain k. The set S,={L1,..., Lm} is

said to be L/k normal if ^(L//:)-S?==S?. In this case we denote

BLlk(^) = {fe Pik) | 3/ e P(L) : (/,\k) = p& L(k, /) e J?}.

It is easy to see that

BLlk(&) = {pe P(k) | V/ e 7>(L) : (/|Â:) = p => Lik, /) e #}.

The following lemma follows by a structure induction :
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Lemma 3.13. Let L be a finite Galois extension ofa global field k. Let 3?x, ■ ■ -, &m

be L/k normal sets of subfields ofiL which contain k. Let O be a boolean polynomial.

Then Q>(3?x, ■ ■ ■, -^m)IX again an ä'/k normal set and

BL„M#l, ■ ■ ; &n)) = HBuÁ&l), ..., BLlk(¿?m)).

Remark. In the same way that Ax proves in [1, Proposition 1, p. 103] we can

prove that every set of the form BLlk(L) belongs to s/(k) and for every set of s/(k)

there exists a set of the form BUk(Z£) which differs from it only by a finite number of

elements.

3.6. The translation theorem for one variable statements.   If A and B are two

subsets of P(k) which differ from one another only by a finite number of elements

then we shall write "AxB" and we shall say that "A is almost equal to B."

The following lemma does most of the work toward the translation theorem.

Some of the following arguments appear implicitly in Ax [1].

Lemma 3.14. Let R be the ring of integers of a global field k of characteristic p.

Let fix,.. .,fme R[X] be separable polynomials over k and let 0 be a boolean poly-

nomial. Denote E=E<b(f1,.. .,fm). Let L be a finite Galois extension of k which

contains all the roots of fix,.. .,fm. Then there exist conjugacy classes @¿,.. .,(£„

(nèO) in &(L/k) such that

(1) A(E) x{pe P(k) | ((L/k)/p) e {<Zlt..., (£„}}

{oe^fa/k)\ks(ayipW^E}

(2) ={ae 9{JçJk) | 3/ e P(L) : o\L = [(L/k)//t] & L(k, f) Y E)

= {oe9(kJk)\*\Le\J<&\

where [(L/k)/^] and ((L/k)//¿) denote the Frobenius automorphism and Artin symbol

respectively.

Proof. For every 1 ̂  p. ̂  m let -S?u be the set of all subfields of F which contain k

and a root offß. Then {JSfl5..., SCm} is an L/k normal set of subfields. Then, accord-

ing to Lemma 3.13, JSf = 0(JSf^,..., =Sfm) is also an L/k normal set of subfields.

Assertion A.

A(E) x BLlk(J?).

In fact, Lemma 3.6 implies that A(fill) = BUk(^Cu) for every p.. Hence

4Wi),..., A(fm)) X <S>(BLlk(<?x),. •., BLlk(¿¡em)).

This, together with Lemmas 3.10 and 3.13, imply the Assertion.

Consider now the set of conjugacy classes {((L/k)/p) \ p e BLlk(J?)}. This is of

course a finite set (it might be empty). Let ©!,...,(£„ be its elements.
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Assertion B.

Bm{&) ~ O e P(/c) | ((£/*)/*>) e {®i, • • •, <£„}}.

In fact, it is clear that if a nonramified ideal belongs to the left-hand side then it

belongs to the right-hand side. On the other hand, if p is nonramified in L and

there exists a l^v^n such that ((L/k)/p) = (iv then there exists a p' e BUk(3?) such

that ((L/k)/p) = ((L/k)/p'). Let / be a prime ideal of £ which lies over p. Then

[(L/k)//í]e((L/k)/p') and hence there exists a/'ePfL) such that (¿'\k)+p' and

[iL/k)/fi\ = [iL/k)/f\. But [(L/k)/ft], [(L/k)/f\ are generators of the cyclic groups

TiL/k,f), T(L/k,fi), respectively, hence £(&,/)=¿(A,/') e&. Hence p eBUk(&).

The Assertions A and B imply (1). We shall now prove (2).

Assertion C.

{oe<S(ks/k)\kla)Vp°>YE}

= {ae cS(ks/k) | 3/ 6 7>(X) : ff|L = [(L/k)/f\ & L(Jt, /) Y E}.

In fact, suppose that a e @iks/k) is an automorphism for which ksia)llp'° ¥ E.

According to Cebotarev density theorem (which is valid for every global field)

there exists a / e 7>(Z,) such that (fi\k) is not ramified in L and [(L/k)//í] = a\L. The

fixed field of [(L/k)/fi\ is L(k,f) hence Ärs(a)1/P" f\L=k¿a) n L=L(k,f). Since Z,

contains all the roots of/i,.. .,fm we get from Lemma 3.11 that Lik, ft) ¥ E.

The opposite direction is obtained in an analogous way.

Assertion D.

A(E) » {p e Pik) | 3/ e P(L) : (/| jfc) = p & L(k, /) 1= £},

AiE) x{pe Pik) | V/ e P(L) : i>|fc) = P => ¿(A:,/) 1= Ti1}.

In fact, Lemma 3.6 implies that

(4)   Aifi) x{pe Pik) | 3/ e P(L)[(/*/k) = p & Li*, /) N 3Z : /„(JT) = 0]}.

The assertion follows now by a structure induction.

Assertion E.

{<r e £(*«/*) | 3/ e P(L)[«r|L = [(L/k)/f\ & Z(Ar, /) 1= £]}

= |<7e^#)|ff|L6Ûsil.

Suppose CT e &(kjk) is an automorphism for which there exists a / £ Z^L) such

that a\L = [\L/k)/f\ and Lik,f) ¥ E. According to Cebotarev density theorem /

might be chosen such that p = (fi\k) will not be in the extra ordinary finite sets that

exist in Assertions A and D. According to D, p e A(E); hence, according to A,

p e BLiki<e). Hence HL/k)/p) e {<&lt..., ©n} so that a\L = [\L/k)/fl e (J?=i ©i-

The opposite direction is obtained in an analogous manner.

Assertions C and E imply (2).   Q.E.D.
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We recall that if B^P(k) then the "Dirichlet density of B" is defined as the

limit (if it exists)

8(5)=Um2^^)-a
:r+ log 1/(5-1)

where N(p) is the absolute norm of p, i.e. N(p) = (R:p).

Lemma 3.15 (The translation theorem for one-variable statements). Let R

be the ring of integers of a global field k of characteristic p. Suppose fi,.. .,fme R[X]

are separable polynomials over k and let 0 be a boolean polynomial. Denote

E = En,(fx,.. .,fm).

Then the numbers exist and the equality

(5) 8(A(E)) = p. fa e &(kjk) | ks(aypa ¥ E})

holds. IfiA(E) is an infinite set then these numbers are positive rational numbers.

Proof. We use the notation of Lemma 3.14. According to (1) and the Cebotarev

density theorem,

(6) S(A(E)) = Z |<£,|/[£,:*].
i = l

By (2) and Lemma 1.8,

(7) p. fa e $(kjk) | kW* N F}) = 2 N I [L:k].

(6) and (7) imply (5).

Suppose now that A(E) is an infinite set. Then Lemma 3.14(1) implies that nâ 1.

Since |S¡| ê 1 are positive integers we conclude from (6) that S(^4(F)) is a positive

rational integer.   Q.E.D.

Remarks, (a) The only heavy theorem we have used to prove Lemma 3.15

was Cebotarev density theorem. In particular we have not used Weil's theorem

and the continuum hypothesis. We shall need them in the reduction of the general

translation theorem to that for one-variable statements.

(b) Ax has proved in [1, p. 161] "half" of the translation theorem. He proves (1)

(though not explicitly) and deduces from it that 8(A(E)) exists and equals a rational

number. Moreover he deduces that if A(E) is infinite then 8(A(E))>0 (all this

has been done only in the case when k= Q).

3.7. An isomorphism of boolean algebras.

Definition. Let k be a global field and let 21,22c^(/¡:s//c) be two measurable

subsets. 2X is said to be "almost equal" to 22 if Sx differs from22 only by a set of

measure 0. In this case we write 21x;22.
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Let 7? be the ring of integers of k and let p be the characteristic of k. Let E be

an 7?-elementary statement. Denote

S(£) = {a e ^(ks/k)\ks(a)llp,c ¥ E}.

By structure induction it is easy to prove the following lemma :

Lemma 3.16. Let k be a global field of characteristic p and with a ring of integers

R. If 4> is a boolean polynomial then

2(0)^,..., 74)) = 0(2(7^),..., 2(74)).

Lemma 3.16 tells us that the family of all subsets of @(ks/k) of the form 2(7?) is a

boolean algebra which we denote by S(&). The relation "almost an equality"

which was defined above is clearly a congruence relation. We denote by X(&) the

appropriate factor boolean algebra.

Similarly the relation "almost an equality" which was defined in §3.6 is a

congruence relation and we denote by si(k) the appropriate factor boolean algebra.

Theorem 3.17 (The translation theorem). Let k be a global field of character-

istic p, with a ring of integers R. The mapping 9: A(E) \-^-zl{E) where E ranges over

the R-elementary statements induces an isomorphism ofsiik) onto 2(£), i.e.

il) A(Ex) « A(E2) o Z(Ex) X Y,iE2)

and 9 preserves the boolean operations. Moreover

(2) 8iA(E)) = p.(Z(E))

and if A(E) is an infinite set then both sides of (2) are positive rational numbers.

Proof. From Lemma 3.10 it follows that every Aesiik) has the form A =

AiEqfJx,.. -,/m)) where fx,.. .,fme R[X] are separable polynomials and O is a

boolean polynomial. Hence 9 is defined on siijç). Moreover if E is an 7?-elementary

statement then, according to Theorem 3.12, A(E) e si(k). It follows that the domain

of definition of 6 is exactly siik).

To show that 9 induces the desired isomorphism we have to prove that if Ex and

7i2 are two 7?-elementary statements for which AiEx)~ AiE2) then ¿ZiE1)z'£<iE2). In

fact, let a e S(£j) be an element for which there exists a nonprincipal ultra-filter 3)

of P(k) such that k n T~[ Fp/3^kks(ayip" and TJ Fp/2> = Rks(a)X1^. (According to

Theorem 3.9 almost every a e 2(£'1) has this property.) From the assumption it

follows that ks(a)llp'° ¥ Ex. From the 7?-elementary equivalence we get that

fi Fp/3) ¥ Ex. Hence A(Ex) e ®. Since A(E2) differs from A(EX) only by a finite

number of elements and Si is a nonprincipal ultra-filter, we have A(E2) e 3.

=>]~I Fp/3 ¥ E2. => âts(ct)1,p° ¥ E2. => a eS(Zf2). Symmetrically we show that almost

all or e S(7i2) belong also to 2(£i). Hence H(E1)x'LiE2).
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Let now F be an /^-elementary statement. Then, as we noted before there exists

a one-variable statement F' such that A(E) = A(E'). Hence, from what we have

just proved 2(F)x2(F'). Hence

8(A(E)) = 8(A(E')),       MS(F)) = p-(X(E')).

But according to the translation theorem for one-variable statements, 8(A(E'))

=p.(Z,(E')). Hence 8(A(E))=/x(Y,(E)).

If A(E) is an infinite set then A(E') is also an infinite set hence 8(A(E)) = 8(A(E'))

is a positive rational number.

The fact that 9 preserves the boolean operations follows from Lemmas 3.10 and

3.16.

At last we prove that 8 is almost injective. We prove the second direction of the

implication (1).

2(Fj) X 2(F2) => 2(Fi <-► F2) x Vfa/k).

=> 2(~ [Ex ̂  E2]) X <D. => fiÇEfa [Ex <-+ E2])) = 0.

=> 8(A(~ [Ex <-> F2])) = 0. => Afa [Ex <-> E2]) x O.

=> A(Ex <-> F2) « P(¿). => A(Ex) X A(E2).       Q.E.D.

Remark. The translation theorem assures us that 8(A(E)) is a rational number

for every i?-elementary statement F. The opposite assertion is false, i.e. there exist

sets of prime ideals of rational Dirichlet density which cannot be represented in the

form A(E). Examples of such sets are infinite sets of prime ideals of zero density.

In particular it follows that if there are infinitely many twin primes then they

cannot be characterized by an elementary statement since their Dirichlet density is

known to be zero. It is therefore interesting to ask if certain known sets of primes

are characterizable by an elementary statement. In particular it is interesting to

know when a set of all primes in a given reduced arithmetical progression can be

characterized by an elementary statement. We discuss this problem in the next

section.

3.8. Cebotarev sets and Ax sets. Let k he a global field. Any set which belongs

to the boolean algebra generated in P(k) by all the sets of the form

{peP(k)\((L/k)lp) = V},

where L/k is finite Galois extension and © is a conjugation class in @(L/k), will be

called a Cebotarev set. An Ax set is a set which belongs to the Ax boolean algebra,

i.e. a set which can be elementarily characterized. From Theorem 3.12 and Lemma

3.14 it is clear that every Ax set is also a Cebotarev set. The converse is not always

true. In order to discuss the connections between these two kinds of sets of prime

ideals we introduce the following definition from group theory.

Definition. Let G he a finite group, let a e G and let / be the order of a in G.

The subset of G consisting of all the elements which are conjugate to any of the
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powers a', for which i and/are relatively prime, will be called the Abteilung of G

generated by v.

It is clear that the Abteilungs generated by two elements of G are either coinciding

or disjoint. Every Abteilung is the union of some conjugacy classes and it is

generated by every one of its elements.

Lemma 3.18. Let kbea global field, L/k a finite Galois extension and 3) an Abteilung

in 9(L/k). Then the set {p e P(k) | ((L/k)/p)^3)} is an Ax set.

Proof. Let r eS¿¡. Denote by t1s t2, ..., rm all the elements of 9(L/k) which are

conjugate to r. Let L\, F2,..., Fm be their fixed fields in F respectively and put

J? = {Lx,L2,.. .,Lm}. Then JSf is an L/k normal set of fields. Noting that an element

a e &(L/k) generates the same cyclic group as r¡ if and only if it is a power of r¡

whose exponent is prime to the order of r¿, we conclude that

{p eP(k) | ((L/k)/p) ^®}x BLlk(J?).

Our lemma follows now from the remark in §3.5.

Theorem 3.19. Let k be a global field, L/k a finite Galois extension and ß a con-

jugacy class in @(L/k). A necessary and sufficient condition that

{peP(k)\((L/k)/p) = &}

is an Ax set is that S coincides with the Abteilung it generates.

Proof. The sufficiency is a special case of Lemma 3.18. The necessity follows

from the following qualitative theorem.

Theorem 3.20. Let k be a global field with a ring of integers R. Let L/k be a finite

Galois extension and © a conjugacy class in <&(L/k) which does not coincide with the

Abteilung it generates. Then, for every R-elementary statement E, the Dirichlet

density of the symmetric difference between A(E) and {p e P(k) \ ((L/k)/p) = (í} is at

least l/[L:k].

Proof. According to the remark in §3.5 there exists a finite Galois extension M

and an M/k normal set Ji of fields such that A(E)xBM¡k(Jt). Without loss of

generality we can assume that M includes F.

Let t e S and let / be the order of r in cS(L/k). According to the assumption

there exists a positive integer /', relatively prime to /, such that r' $ ©. Let r he a

positive integer, relatively prime to [M:k], such that r=i (mod/). Choose an

extension p of r to M. Let m = [M:L] and denote by al5..., am the elements of

@(M/L). Then the set {o^p, a2p,..., amp; fap)r, (o-2p)r,..., (omp)r} consists of 2m

different elements of &(M/k), since r* ̂  (£. Let

S = {oe <g(M/k) | The fixed field of o in M belongs to J(),

F = {ae&(M/k)\ a|FeŒ}.
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It is not difficult to see that for every l^j^m either o¡p or (a¡p)r belongs to

(ê-&)\j{&-g). Hence \(ê-&) u i^-S)\ £m. On the other hand (£-&)

uL^—S) is the union of some conjugacy classes in '¡SiM/k), hence, if we let

C={p ePik) | iiL/k)/p)=&} we have according to the Cebotarev density theorem

8((A(E)-C) u (C-A(E))) = 8({pePik)\«M/k)/p) S (ê-P) u (&-S)})

è m/[M:k] = l/[L:k].       Q.E.D.

Remark. This theorem expresses the fact that in the above situation C cannot

even be approximated by sets of the form A(E).

The following theorem is another generalization of the necessity part of Theorem

3.19.

Theorem 3.21. Let k be a global field with a ring of integers R. Let L/k be a finite

Galois extension and let (£, (£' be two conjugacy classes which are contained in the

same Abteilung of ^(L/k). Let

C = {pe P(k) | ((L/k)/p) = ©},       C = {pe Pik) | ((L/k)/p) = ©'}.

Then for every R-elementary statement E, 8(^4(7:) n C) = 8(^4(7:) O C'). Moreover,

S(/4(7i) n C) m a positive rational integer if and only if AiE) n C is an infinite set.

In particular, AiE) n C ¿y a« infinite set if and only if AiE) n C is an infinite set.

Proof. As in the proof of Theorem 3.20 we have AiE)xBMlkiJt) where M is

finite Galois extension containing L. Put B=ButkiJ¿). It will be sufficient to prove

that if B n C is an infinite set then 8(7? n C) is a positive rational number and

8(7? n C) = 3(7? n C). Also, it will be sufficient to prove the assertion in the case

where J( is a minimal M/k normal set of fields, i.e. in the case where any two fields

of Jt are conjugates.

Choose a prime ideal p0 e B n C which is not ramified in M. Let /0 e 7*(Z) be an

extension of p0 to L and let /0 6 7,(M) an extension of/0 to M. Let M' = M(A:, /0),

p=[(M/k)/Jia\ and t=[(Z/A:)//0]. Then M'eJt, p generates the cyclic group

<$(M/M'), o|Z=t and t e ©. Denote by w,/the orders of P, r in <$(M\k),jß(L/k)

respectively. Denote by 38 the Abteilung generated by p in 1ß(M/k). Let © be the

set of all the elements of ^(M/k) whose restriction to L belongs to (£. Then 38 n <S

is a nonvoid union of conjugacy classes of ^(M/k) and, hence, according to

Cebotarev density theorem

(1) 8({p e Pik) | HM/k)/p) g J n Œ}) = | J n ê |/[M:ifc].

This is, of course, a positive rational number. It is not difficult to see that

{p e P(k) | ((M/k)/p) s ä n t} » B n C.

Hence 3(5 nC)=|ln ©|/[Af :A:]. Similarly we denote by (£' the set of elements

of &iM/k) whose restriction to L belongs to ©'. According to the assumption there

exists a positive integer b which is relatively prime to / such that t6 e ©'. We can
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choose b such that it is also relatively prime to m. Let r' = rb and p' = p". Then

p' e38 n& (hence />' generates ä) and the orders of p , r in 9(M/k), <&(L/k) are

m, f respectively. The mapping oh+ o" induces a one-to-one correspondence

between InE and J? n (£', hence \38 n®\ = \38 n(&'\. As above we can deduce

that 8(5 n C')= | J n I'|/[M:£]. Hence S(5 n C) = S(£ n C).   Q.E.D.
As a consequence of the last part of Theorem 3.21 we prove the following

theorem :

Theorem 3.22. Let k, R, C and C be as in Theorem 3.21. Then for every non-

principal ultra-filter S> of P(k) which contains C there exists a nonprincipal ultra-

filter 3)' ofP(k) which contains C such that

UFp/3SRUFp/3'.

Proof. Denote by @0 the family of all sets of the form A(E) belonging to 3.

From Theorem 3.21 it follows that the family 30 u {C} has the finite intersection

property. Hence there exists a nonprincipal ultra-filter 2>' containing 3>0 u {C}.

2¡' has the desired property.

The most interesting case arises when k=Q and F= Qfa, where f is a primitive

/nth root of 1. In this case, as is well known, the Cebotarev sets are reduced to

Dirichlet sets modulo m, i.e. to sets of all primes in a given reduced arithmetical

progression whose constant difference is m. Moreover, the Galois group 9(Q(î)/Q)

is naturally isomorphic to Z* (the multiplicative group of congruence classes

modulo m whose elements are relatively prime to m). In this case, an Abteilung

generated by an element äeZ* is the set of all its powers whose exponents are

relatively prime to its order. In particular such an Abteilung consists of one con-

jugacy class if and only if the order of ä is not greater than 2. We summarize all

the results in this section in this special case in the following theorem :

Theorem 3.23. Let m be a positive integer. Let a be an integer relatively prime to

m and let f be its order modulo m.

(i) Let ax,.-.,an be all the powers of a modulo m whose exponents are relatively

prime to the order of a modulo m. Then the set

{p e P(Q) | 3i : p = a¡ (mod m)}

is an Ax set.

(ii)(3) The set A={p e P(Q) \p=a(mod m)} is an Ax set if and only if the order

of a modulo m is not greater than 2.

(iii) Suppose that the order of a modulo m is >2. Then for every elementary

statement E the Dirichlet density of the symmetric difference of A(E) and A is at

least l/<p(m).

(iv) Suppose thatb=a' (mod m) and (i, f) = 1. Then for every elementary statement

E, 8(A(E) n A) = 8(A(E) n B) where B={peP(Q)\ psb (mod m)}.

(3) This was suggested by the referee.
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(v) Let b be as in (iv). Then for every nonprincipal ultra-filter si of P(Q) which

contains A there exists a nonprincipal ultra-filter 38 which contains B such that

Y\FP/si=Y\FPl38.
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